Celebrity News: Tom Brady
Celebrates Super Bowl Win
with Gisele Bundchen & Kids

By Delaney Gilbride
In latest celebrity news, this celebrity couple is definitely
winning! Tom Brady celebrated his fifth Super Bowl victory
with wife Gisele Bündchen and their three children, as the
Patriots came back to beat the Atlanta Falcons Sunday,
February 5th. Immediately following the Super Bowl win, Brady
had only one thing on mind as he stated, “This is
unbelievable, I’m going to see my family.” According
to EOnline.com, the decorated quarterback could barely keep
his emotions together as he embraced his supermodel wife with
a passionate kiss while holding his biggest four-year-old fan,

their daughter Vivian. After receiving the MVP Award for Super
Bowl LI, the celebrity couple couldn’t keep their eyes (or
hands) off of each other while their sons John (9) and
Benjamin (7) jumped and danced about the fallen confetti.

No matter what team you wanted to
win, this celebrity news has us
rooting for Tom Brady and his
family! What are some ways to
support your partner in his or her
endeavors?
Cupid’s Advice:
It’s obvious that Tom and Gisele go the extra mile to support
each other’s dreams while also keeping their relationship
solid. It begs the question, how do they do it? Cupid’s here
to give you all the relationship advice you need:
1. Be supportive of your partner’s endeavors: If your partner
wants to become the most celebrated quarterback of all time,
you gotta be their cheerleader! Aside from all the football
clichés, it’s important to be enthusiastic about your
partner’s goals and dreams. If you’re being a team player,
your relationship will only strengthen.
Related Link: Gisele Bundchen Says She Knew Celebrity Love Tom
Brady Was The One ‘Straightaway’
2. Learn to give and take: With big dreams, comes big
sacrifices. It might take some getting used to if your partner
becomes passionate about something that gets in the way of
your relationship. It will all be worthwhile when you watch
them achieve something that makes them glow.

Related Link: Tom Brady Writes Celebrity Love Gisele Bundchen
a Love Note After Final Runway Show
3. Help your partner when they need it: Working together will
only bring you and your partner closer. Helping your partner
pick up the slack when they need it the most is a huge step in
any relationship. Not only will it help your partner achieve
their goals, it will make your partner appreciate you more
than ever.
Is your partner ambitious? Tell us how you were able to
support your loved one below!

Date Ideas: Preparing
Advance for Game Day

in

By Deanna Atkins. Updated by Josh Ringler
This upcoming weekend holds an event that is probably very
close to your lover’s heart: the Super Bowl. It’s easy to get
caught up in the game day festivities, but taking care of
preparations with your guy in advance can help you relax and
enjoy the game together. The Super Bowl offers many date
ideas, from an expensive trip to see it live to a party with
friends to (hopefully) root on your favorite team! Use these
pieces of dating advice to add a little love to your partner’s
Super Bowl Sunday!

Get super with these date ideas for
the Big Game!
Whether you have the privilege of seeing the Super Bowl live
in Houston or you’re planning to host a viewing party, you
need to make sure everything is in order for your sweetheart —
even if you’re more excited for the half-time performance. The
weekend leading up to the game can be full of fun date ideas
and you’ll want to do them together!

Related Link: Date Idea: Cheer for Your Favorite Football Team
If you’re both rooting for the same team, hit up a sporting
goods store for matching game day jerseys and foam fingers.
While you’re out, make a stop your local party place for any
decoration needs: football-themed plates and napkins, colored
streamers and noise makers. If you really want to impress your
guests, get a football-shaped cake pan to make a special
dessert decorated with colored icing and football player
figurines. Your shopping won’t be complete without going to
Costco or BJ’s for the most important items: food and beer.
Let your babe take the reins on this one – what guy isn’t
going to get excited over wings, burgers and brew?
Related Link: Olivia Munn Supports Boyfriend Aaron Rodgers at
Every Green Bay Packers Home Game
As your guests arrive, your man can be in charge of the grill,
cooking up an all-American feast of foot-long hot dogs and
double-stacked hamburgers. If you live in a colder climate,
get a 6-foot hero from your local deli that will feed about 25
to 30 people. The great news is that you can mix and match and
make the hero any size. This will make sure everyone can enjoy
it! Don’t forget to add buffalo chicken wings to the order
too. Then, for dessert, bring out your sweet treat, and if the
frosting happens to to turn into face paint, then the fun can
really begin.
With the essentials out of the way, you and your beau are
ready to entertain without the stress of running around at the
very last minute. If you do need a few extra things on game
day, ask your friends to pick it up on their way over. Now
that you’re prepared for Super Bowl madness, your weekend is
sure to be a touchdown! For an extra fun game, see who can
spot the most celebrity couples at the game!
What’s your favorite way to enjoy Super Bowl Sunday? Share
your experiences below.

Celebrity Couple News: Jay-Z
Sent Beyonce 10,000 Roses
Before Super Bowl Halftime
Show

By Jasmine Igwegbe
It was no joke when Jay-Z referenced Beyonce in a song saying,
“Put us together, how they gon stop both of us?” This
celebrity relationship romance has been rising to the top
since the early 2000’s when it first sparked. In celebrity
couple news, during Super Bowl 50, Jay-Z sent his wife Beyonce

10,000 roses before her half time show,
UsMagazine.com. Talk about true love!

according

to

This celebrity couple is obviously
still big on romance. What are some
ways to ramp up the romance in your
relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
At one point or another, everyone thinks about a way to ramp
up the romance in their relationship, but very few take the
steps to do it. It may be because you’re not of how to go
about it! Cupid has some advice for you:
1. Let your partner know how attractive they are to you: Tell
them how beautiful, handsome or great they look on any given
day. There are times we have doubts that our partner isn’t
attracted to us. Periodic reassurance is key to a successful
romance.
Related Link: How Do You Make a Woman Feel Most Beautiful?
2. Surprise your spouse: If you’re going to the mall to get
something for yourself, pick up something for your partner as
well and surprise them with it. You can even save it for a day
they are feeling blue. Gifts can always turn a frown upside
down.
Related Link: What Your Gifts Say About Your Relationship
3. Extra special loving: When you first see your partner for
the day, hug or kiss them a little bit longer than usual. Show
them how much you love them with affection. Touching your
partner throughout the day can also spark romance in your
relationship.

What are some ways to ramp up the romance in a relationship?
Share your great ideas with us below.

Celebrity Exes Katy Perry and
John
Mayer
Spark
Latest
Celebrity Gossip By Spending
Super Bowl Together

By Rebecca White
We are never ever getting back together! Or, maybe we are.

According to UsMagazine.com, the latest celebrity gossip
surrounds celebrity exes Katy Perry and John Mayer as the pair
was seen partying together after the Super Bowl. The celebrity
couple was also seen in LA together, sparking rumors about a
supposed reunion.

The latest celebrity gossip is that
celebrity exes Katy Perry and John
Mayer may be our favorite celebrity
couple again. How do you know
whether or not to rekindle things
with your ex?
Cupid’s Advice:
Have you ever been in an on again off again relationship? If
so, then you know what celebrity exes Perry and Mayer are
going through right now. If you don’t know if it’s time to
rekindle the flame, here’s some dating advice to help you
figure it out:
1. Either one or both of you has changed: Whether he’s finally
decided to commit or you learned how to handle your inner
control freak, the circumstances that led to the break-up can
no longer exist in order for it to work out. There’s no point
in entering the same relationship only for it to end again, so
make sure that if you do reconnect with your ex, your issues
from the past are gone.
Related Link: Katy Perry And John Mayer Call It Quits
2. You can talk about what went wrong: It’s very important in
relationships and love to be able to communicate about what’s
working and what’s not. If you get back together with an ex,

discuss what led to the break up so you can avoid it the next
time around.
Related Link: Source Says John Mayer Is Ready to Propose to
Katy Perry
3. You’re willing to go slow: Don’t pick up right where you
left off. Take it slow, and treat the relationship with the
same respect you would a new one. For example, date like you
just met and share the same sweet gestures you would if you
had never known one another before. Starting fresh is key to
making things last the second time around.
How do you know whether to reconnect with your ex? Comment
below!

Celebrity Interview: Kelly
Hansen
Talks
About
His
“Crazy, Wild Mr. Toad’s Ride”
With Foreigner

Interview by Lori Bizzoco. Written by Elizabeth Kim.
The Super Bowl halftime show is often just as exciting as the
actual game. With the big event between the Denver Broncos and
the Seattle Seahawks right around the corner, Pepsi got in on
the action to get fans hyped for this year’s Bruno Mars
performance. On Sunday, Jan. 19, diners at Buffalo Wild Wings
in Seacaucus, New Jersey, were surprised with their very own
halftime show. Fronted by lead singer Kelly Hansen,
’80s British-American rock band Foreigner delighted fans with
“Feels Like Halftime,” a remixed version of their 1977 smash
hit “Feels Like the First Time.”

Celebrity
Hansen

Interview

with

Kelly

Foreigner formed in 1976, and since then, they’ve sold more
than 80 million albums. Over three decades later, hits like “I
Want to Know What Love Is” and “Cold as Ice” continue to make
waves. After multiple lineup changes, Hansen joined the band
as their vocalist in 2005. Although he’s been in the music

industry since 1985, he feels that Foreigner has given him the
kickstart he needed to do what he loves: sing.
It was serendipity that brought Hansen and Foreigner together.
“I was in a place where I’d spent a few years doing things in
the business, but I wasn’t singing as much. One day, I said to
myself, ‘Geez, I’m not really doing the thing that I do best,’
and I wasn’t really happy with where my career was,” he shares
in our celebrity interview. “Previously, gigs had always just
kind of fallen into my lap, and I realized sometimes you need
to change course on how you do things.”
Related Link: Ivanka Trump Discusses Career and Family
He found an online article about a charity show where original
Foreigner front man Mick Jones was performing. The piece also
alluded to problems within the band. “I wasn’t aware of the
status of Foreigner at the time; it was in limbo,” Hansen
says. “So I got in touch with management. We went back and
forth, and we ended up putting my voice on some Foreigner
tracks.” The rest is history.
When you become the new voice of a band as world-renowned as
Foreigner, the immense pressure to live up to the expectations
of loyal fans can be intimidating to say the least. But Hansen
has a different perspective. “For many reasons, there’s
pressure when you do this kind of thing,” he explains. “People
liked to say I was filling Mick’s shoes, but I like to say I
brought my own shoes.”
The lead singer believes that Foreigner isn’t trying to be a
copy of what it used to be, saying, “My biggest thing is that
I want to do the songs justice and deliver them sincerely.” To
Hansen, upholding the proud history, reputation, and standard
of Foreigner is more important than trying to duplicate
Jones’s signature wail.

Foreigner
Singer
Talks
About
Maintaining a Relationship and Love
While Touring
After his entrance into Foreigner in 2005, he describes the
journey as a “crazy, wild Mr. Toad’s ride.” However, even he
admits that when you live most of your life on the road, your
family can fall by the wayside. The most important step in
keeping a relationship and love alive is to remind yourself
that your life does not begin or end on the road.
“You can’t wait to go home to live your life. That means
incorporating your loved ones into the process,” he reveals in
our celebrity interview. Whether it’s through scheduling Skype
video chats and daily phone calls or even bringing your
significant other with you, allowing the important people in
your life to be a part of your world prevents emotional
distance no matter how far apart you may be. “That’s helped me
a lot because, while I was out on the road, I kind of held my
breath, waiting to live my life once I got home. This is a
much better way to do it,” he says.
Related Link: 10 Ways to Make Long Distance Love Work
With stops in Paris, Belgium, and Israel — just to name a few
— Hansen will have to stock up on calling cards as Foreigner
embarks on a mega world tour this year. “We’ll come back and
do a big summer tour in America and then go to Germany in the
fall and do an acoustic tour, so that will be very cool,” he
shares.
As Foreigner preps for their global tour and their very first
acoustic-only show, there is little time to partake in the
Super Bowl festivities. “I’m going to be on a plane, so I
think I’m going to miss most of the game.” He remains tightlipped on what team he’s cheering for: “As long as everyone
has a good time and no one is freezing to death, I think it’s

going to have a good outcome.”
Regardless, Hansen believes that fans shouldn’t have to wait
for halftime to celebrate. He describes Foreigner’s surprise
performance as a way to help people not only celebrate the
upcoming halftime show but also celebrate life. “You can have
halftime in unusual places and during unusual things; it
doesn’t just have to be football,” he divulges.
For more information on Foreigner’s 2014 tour dates, visit
their website at foreigneronline.com.

Katy Perry Is Caught Flirting
With a New Man

Though Katy Perry may not be fully ready to move on from exhusband Russell Brand, she is getting there. According to
UsMagazine.com, the singer was seen at a pre-Super Bowl party
where she was seen mingling with many sexy athletes in
attendance.
She may not be hearing wedding bells again
anytime soon, but she’s certainly back to her old joking self.
“You’ll be the first straight man I’ve had a photo with in a
long time, so live up to it,” she said to Carolina Panthers
quarterback Cam Newton, as they posted for a picture together.
How do you know how long to wait before moving on after a
split?
Cupid’s Advice:
It can be difficult to determine when the right time comes for
you to move on from your last relationship. Cupid shares some
advice:
1. Mental closure: If you think of your ex late at night and
are filled with feelings of hate, anger and jealousy, you need
some time before attempting to move on and begin a new

relationship.
2. You stop thinking about them: When you realize that you’ve
gone more than just days without thinking of them, you’re
probably ready to begin dating again. You have to be happy by
yourself before you can be happy with a new partner.
3. When dating helps: If you’re potentially interested in
someone and they already help you forget your ex, you may be
able to move on with them. However, make sure that whoever
you begin dating isn’t a rebound.
When did you know it was the right time to move on? Share your
stories below.

Date Idea: Cheer for
Favorite Football Team

Your

By Ché Blackwood
Super Bowl Sunday is in just a couple of days, so it’s time
to start prepping for the big day! This event is synonymous
with snacks, tackles, and fun. Not to mention, it’s a great
way to get hyped with your honey or engage in a little
friendly competition with your pals. Fuel your partner’s
appetite by whipping up their favorite dips and other game-day
treats — it’ll be love at first bite. Below, you’ll find
Cupid’s dating advice on ways to make the most of the biggest
sporting event of the season.

Dating Advice to Plan the Perfect
Super Bowl Sunday
You and your other half have been waiting all season to see
which team is going to take it all home. Will it be the Denver
Broncos, led by quarterback Peyton Manning and the best
defense in the NFL, or the Carolina Panthers, led by
quarterback Cam Newton? Take a cue from one of our
favorite celebrity couples Carrie Underwood and Mike Fisher as

well as their celebrity baby Isaiah Michael and host a homey
get-together for the occasion. Plan ahead of time to save you
trouble in the long-run.
Related Link: Throw a ‘Gilmore Girls’ Viewing Party and Get
Love Advice from the Series
A viewing party is the best way for you lovebirds to enjoy the
spirit of the game with your closest friends, and the right
decorations, food, and activities will make your party
unforgettable. Make sure you have your team’s jersey ironed
and ready to be worn for good luck. If you really want to go
all out, then decorate your living room and/or backyard with
your team’s paraphernalia. It can be as easy as picking up
some streamers and balloons in orange and blue or blue and
black. If you have pets, don’t forget to get them something to
show their team spirit as well!
Since everyone is feeling competitive, you can organize a
contest for “best dish” or “best game-day attire.” Then, you
can hand-make voting cards, and on the day of the game,
everyone can decide whose food and whose outfit they like
best.
Related Link: Date Idea: Cheer on a National Sports Team
If you are lucky enough to live near the stadium, plan a
tailgate in the parking lot for this date idea. You don’t need
a view of the field to have a good time, and sites like
Tailgating.com can give you tips on making the most out of
your parking lot party. If you and your date are cheering for
opposite teams, make a friendly wager on the game.
What do you and your dearest have planned for Super Bowl
Sunday? Dish your dating advice in the comments below!

Cameron Diaz Confesses Her
Love for A-Rod

The funny and intimate moment that couple Cameron Diaz and
Alex Rodriguez shared at the Super Bowl this past February is
finally being explained! The normally private duo was caught
on camera feeding each other popcorn in the stands. Diaz
finally took the time to explain the moment on Monday, during
her appearance on Late Night with David Letterman, reports
People. “We were watching the game, and I was eating, and I
was getting down to, like, the last couple pieces of popcorn,”
Diaz recalled. “And all of a sudden, I see [Alex’s] hand
coming in,” said Diaz. “Anybody who knows me does not put

their hand in my food, especially when it’s close to my mouth.
I said, ‘What are you. . . ?’ And then I went, ‘You know what?
I love you too much, I’m going to give it to you. You deserve
it.'”
What things do you sacrifice by being in a relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
Being in a happy relationship is one of the best possible
feelings. However, it’s not without sacrifice:
1. Alone time: When you’re in a relationship, especially a
serious one, it may be difficult for you to get some alone
time. Taking a bubble bath is not nearly as soothing with
your bored partner watching a TV show in the next room.
2.

Time with your friends: While those who truly care won’t

mind the strain on your friendships, you may find yourself
aggravated that you can’t spend as much time with them. It is
important not to spend all of your time with your partner, and
to also make time for other people in your life.
3.
Your privacy: Perhaps the most essential thing you
sacrifice in a relationship is privacy, especially in cases
where you and your partner live together. While over time the
lack of privacy may not bother you, it takes some time to come
to terms with it.
What have you had to sacrifice in your relationships?
free to leave a comment below!

Feel

Kim Kardashian’s Boyfriend
Kris Humphries Not Jealous of
Super Bowl Ad

Despite the sex appeal caused by Kim Kardashian’s enticing
Super Bowl Sketchers commercial, her boyfriend Kris Humphries
was not at all envious. According to Digital Spy, Kardashian
says Humphries is “not a jealous person at all.” The
commercial, which aired during the fourth quarter Sunday,
showed Kardashian moving provocatively with a shirtless, male
trainer.
How do you deal with a jealous partner?
Cupid’s Advice:

If your significant other is jealous, don’t panic right off
the bat. To some degree, it’s normal. Most people have doubts
in a relationship because we can’t always be at each other’s
sides every moment. Cupid has a few pointers to help you deal
with your envious partner:
1. Trust each other: Probably one of the biggest keys to a
healthy relationship is trust. Because you can’t be with each
other every second of the day, you need to believe in your
partner when you’re apart.
2. Talk it out: If your significant other is threatened by
your close friends of the opposite sex, then you’re going to
have to have a sit-down to lay out some ground rules.
3. If you have nothing to hide, prove it: Some people are
uncomfortable being open and honest (like showing their phones
to their partners). It may put your mate at ease if you go
above and beyond to prove your innocence, at least once in a
while.

Tony
Romo
and
Candice
Crawford Celebrate Super Bowl
With Family

Tony Romo has a lot to be thankful for this Super Bowl season,
and a lot of it revolves around his fiancée, Candice Crawford.
The duo have been pre-celebrating the game throughout the
week, and they’ve even made it a family affair. According to a
source, Romo and Candice’s brother, Gossip Girl star Chace
Crawford, are already friends. Chace has been joining his
happy bride-to-be sister and future brother-in-law for preSuper Bowl festivities as well, reports People. Even Candice’s
parents joined in on the fun at an exclusive dinner party
hosted by Audi in Dallas. An observer said, “Tony and Candice
have been at party after party together, and they are always
snuggling or laughing with each other or with friends.”
How do you incorporate your family into your relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
Once your relationship turns serious, it’s important to keep
your family involved so that they can share in your happiness.
Cupid has a few tips:
1. Invite them to events: Take a cue from Candice Crawford and

Tony Romo and invite your family along to parties and other
fun happenings. Even if you just invite them over to your
home for dinner, the more exposure they have to your
relationship, the better.
2. Ask for advice: Make sure your family members know that you
value their opinions. Get their advice and recommendations
about where to go on dates or gifts you plan on buying for
your partner.
3. Update them: It may seem simple, but keeping them abreast
of any goings on in your relationship will keep your family
involved. The fact that you aren’t hiding the relationship or
keeping secrets will do nothing but help you.

Which Celebrity Couples Will
Show Up at Super Bowl XLV?

By Tanni Deb
Get ready to rumble!

On Feb. 6, the Pittsburgh Steelers and

Green Bay Packers will face off in Arlington, Texas to battle
it out for the Super Bowl XLV title. But don’t think sports
junkies will be the only ones in the stands — the football
extravaganza is an event many stars attend. Which celebrity
couples will make it to Cowboys Stadium on Sunday?
Five-time Grammy winner Christina Aguilera will perform the
National Anthem. Since the singer’s recent
husband of five years, Jordan Bratman, she
Burlesque set assistant, Matthew D. Rutler.
the couple to arrive together, since their
said to be getting “serious.”

divorce from her
has been dating
We can count on
relationship is

Another serious couple sure to attend the Super Bowl is Fergie
and her husband, Josh Duhamel.
Her Grammy Award-winning
group, the Black Eyed Peas, will take the stage during the
Half-time show.
According to USMagazine.com, the couple
renewed their wedding vows earlier this month.
But will
Duhamel be in the stands or in the fields during his wife’s

performance?
Other performers include Glee’s Lea Michele, singing “America
the Beautiful,” while Keith Urban and Maroon 5 will perform
during the pre-game show.
Will Nicole Kidman make an
appearance with daughter Faith Margaret? After all, Keith has
been by her side during this year’s awards season!
Other celebrity couples in the stands may include Demi Moore
and Ashton Kutcher. Although Kutcher is a die-hard Chicago
Bears fan, Moore has been seen rooting for the Packers at
their games. Faith Hill and Tim McGraw, who is friends with
former quarterback Brett Favre, are also fans of the team.
And Justin Timberlake, the former ‘N Sync band member who
brought sexy back, loves the Packers. We’re all curious to
see who’ll be by his side if he shows up – Jessica Biel or
Olivia Munn?
Let’s not forget about the Pittsburgh Steelers fans who we can
count on to be there for their team: Bret Michaels, Rush
Limbaugh, Jeff Goldblum, Snoop Dogg and Adam Sandler – who
played a former quarterback for the Steelers in the 2005
movie, “The Longest Yard.”
While

the

big

game

is

obviously

the

main

attraction,

celebrities will also indulge during the many Super Bowl
parties happening over the weekend.
In addition to
performing, the Black Eyed Peas will team up with Sports
Illustrated to host a Super Bowl Bash. “It will be the kickoff to an amazing weekend in Dallas and we can’t wait to get
it started,” said Fergie. While guests are sure to include
some SI models, like Genevieve Morton and Julie Henderson,
Fergie’s own supermodel bod will keep Josh Duhamel in check.
Pamela Anderson will also be in town, throwing a pre-Super
Bowl Party on Feb. 4, called SuperBash 2011.
Past guests
included Kim Kardashian, John Travolta and Carmen Electra.
And Diddy, the master of being the master of ceremonies, will

host multiple parties during game weekend.
Event tickets
range from $500-$25,000 (yes, that’s correct; $25,000!). Last
year, rumors flew that Diddy was dating Nicki Minaj. Current
reports say that the rapper is single, but it’d be nice to see
someone at his side during his parties.
Too bad we have to wait to see who ends up at the game! Don’t
forget to tune into FOX on Sunday, Feb. 6 at 6:30 PM ET to
watch Super Bowl XLV.

